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Summaries

Samir Amin, Radhika Desai and Manuela Boatcă: Where is Global Capitalism 
Leading and What are the Alternatives?
According to Samir Amin, the process of capitalist globalization leaves no chance for socie-
ties in the periphery to decrease disparities vis-à-vis societies of the center. As a result, this 
disconnection can only be achieved through a process of disconnection such as through 
various revolutionary advances. Rhadika Desai disagrees, arguing that globalization should 
be seen not as a ›natural‹ process, but as the result of a series of politics developed in the 
United States in the 1990s by the Clinton Administration. The latter did not result in collec-
tive imperialism, but in a type of corporative capitalism with different centers on the one 
hand and ›subcontractors‹ on the other. Nevertheless, argues Manuela Boatcă, the concept of 
globalization helps us understand growing global inequalities as well as the different efforts 
to overcome them. 

Klaus Weber: »to write as if everything depended on it…« (W. F. Haug). Notes on the 
Question of Faszisation
Growing processes of faczisation in Germany cannot be addressed by simply analyzing 
ethno-nationalistic (›völkisch‹) movements or their fractions within political parties. For 
establishing racist and nationalistic ideologemes, the positioning of the conservative bloc, 
itself divided, is crucial: Does it appropriate fascist demands for tactical reasons, does it 
reject them, or does it prefer a dual strategy? Informed by a theory of ideology, a material 
analysis of the political field during the last months is carried out. Weber focusses on the 
tendencies towards fascism but also on countertendencies, recognizing also the contribu-
tions of W. F. Haug on analyzing historic German fascism.

Robert Cohen: The United States on the Path to Donald Trump (August 2016)
A series of observations and reflections on the root causes of the deterioration of the poli-
tical process in the United States and on the resistible decline of democracy; as well as on 
the ascendancy of Donald Trump and the concomitant loss of control over the Republican 
party by the Republican establishment.

Ruth May: Appropriation and Production of the City by Migrants. On Urbaniza-
tion, Migration, and the Struggle for a »Right to the City«
The process of urbanization and migration movements, as they are historically connected 
with the development of capitalism, are analysed in their relationship. The conditions for 
migrants’ agency in cities and how they claim their place there are discussed along with 
the question how they (co-)produce the city through their active appropriation of urban 
life. This is shown i.a. by the results of a case study on migrant women as entrepreneurs 
and their life in a quarter of the town Hanover. The article refers to Henri Lefebvre’s thesis 
of »complete urbanization« and connects it with the oppositional demand for a »Right to 
the City« as inspired by Lefebvre and created by political and social practices and actions.
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Les Back and Shamser Sinha: Multicultural Conviviality in the midst of Racism’s 
Ruins
The authors argue that the concept of multicultural tools is the best way to understand 
conviviality. First, the authors critically review how aspects of urban life and diversity have 
been theorized by focusing on recent debates about ›cultural loss‹ and ›super-diversity‹.  
Such a discussion elides historical and current racism in the making and re-making of urban 
diversity in cities like London. The authors then develop a notion of conviviality by iden-
tifying how young adult migrants in London create convivial worlds by emphasizing the 
idea of tools – in the sense of Ivan IIlich’s early formulation of the term – and the creation of 
a multi-culture. The article concludes that understanding urban multi-culture requires equal 
weight given to the paradoxical co-existence of both racism and conviviality in city life.  

Stephan Lanz: Berlin or the Contested Terrain of an Immigration City
The author discusses historical transformations in governance as concerns immigration to 
Berlin. Three periods of migration and city-dispositives are examined since 1871. Today, in 
a context of quickly growing migration flows, the current dispositive of a cosmopolitan-di-
verse metropolis is contested: What appeared as outdated elements of earlier dispositives 
– such as a paternalistic approach to integration or the imagination of foreigness as dange-
rous – are finding their way back. At the same time, new political actions are taking shape 
that are led by immigrants and cut across national identities. They demand recognition 
of all who live in Berlin as equals, as ›urban citizens‹.  The author asks whether these 
movements could point the way towards a cosmopolitan metropolis.

Thomas Geisen: Life Strategies of Migrant Families in Switzerland. On Everyday 
Human Action in Marginalized Districts
The article deals with the agency of migrant families in two marginalized districts of a 
medium-sized city in Switzerland. How life is organized depends on the families’ legal 
status and resources, but also on how exactly these are accessed and the challenges 
involved, in particular as concerns migration, education and employment. Specific social 
resources such as an affordable living space, spaces for socializing, schools or playgrounds 
highlight the relevance of the neighborhood. The strategies of migrant families show how 
the resources they have access to are important for improving their everyday life and for 
providing their children with access to a »better future«. 

Gerhard Hetfleisch: Transnational Migration Strategies. Places, Borders, and 
 Transitions
Transnational aspects of institutional and informal religious networks have been neglected 
in research on migration. The article deals with two examples to show their significance: 
First, it relates how in the early 1970s the Order of the Mill Hill Missionaries played a 
central role in the recruitment of Filipino women to work as nurses in Austria. Second, the 
article highlights two churches in the Pentecostal movement in Halle/Sachsen-Anhalt to 
illustrate the role of religious communities in the lives of men and women migrants. In this 
way the relevance of transnational social spaces and the agency of migrant communities 
and groups in urban contexts is shown.
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Buchhandlungen, die das Argument-Verlagsprogramm führen
Augsburg Probuch, Gögginger Straße 34 (0821/579173)
Berlin  Argument-Buchladen, Reichenberger Straße 150 (030/611 39 83)
 Motzbuch, Motzstraße 32 (030/2115958)
 Schleichers Buchladen, Königin-Luise-Straße 40/41 (030/841902-0)
 Schwarze Risse, Mehringhof - Gneisenaustraße 2a (030/6928779)
Bielefeld Eulenspiegel Buchladen, Hagenbruchstraße 7 (0521/175049)
Bremen  Buchladen im Ostertor, Fehrfeld 60 (0421/785 28)
Düsseldorf  BiBaBuZe, Aachener Straße 1 (0211/34 00 60)
Erfurt Buchhandlung Contineo, Magdeburger Allee 90 (0361/7314536)
Essen  Heinrich-Heine-Buchhandlung, Viehofer Platz 8 (0201/820700)
Frankfurt/M  Unibuch, Jügelstraße 1 (069/775082)
 Karl Marx Buchhandlung, Jordanstraße 11 (069/778807)
 Herbert Bärsch Nachf. GmbH, Hostatostr./Albanusstr. 29 (069/314032-0)
Freiburg  Jos Fritz, Wilhelmstraße 15 (0761/26877)
Göttingen  Buchladen Rote Straße, Nikolaikirchhof 7 (0551/42128)
Hamburg  Buchhandlung im Schanzenviertel, Schulterblatt 55 (040/4300808)
 Buchladen in der Osterstraße, Osterstraße 171 (040/4919560)
 Heinrich Heine Buchhandlung, Grindelallee 26 (040/441133-0)
Hannover  Annabee, Stephanusstraße 12-14 (0511/1318139)
Heidelberg  Buchhandlung Schöbel & Kube, Plöck 65 (06221/26036)
Hildesheim Amei’s Buchecke, Goschenstraße 31 (05121/34441)
Kassel  ABC Buchladen GmbH, Goethestraße 77 (0561/777704)
Kiel  Zapata Buchladen GmbH, Wilhelmplatz 6 (0431/93639)
Köln  Der Andere Buchladen, Weyertal 32 (0221/416325)
Konstanz  Buchladen zur Schwarzen Geiß, Am Obermarkt 12 (07531/15433)
Mainz  Cardabela, Frauenlobstraße 40 (06131/614174)
Marburg  Roter Stern GmbH, Am Grün 28 (0542/24787)
München  Basis-Buchhandlung, Adalbertstraße 41b-43 (089/2723828)
Münster  Buchhandlung Rosta, Aegidiistraße 12 (0251/449026)
Nürnberg  Buchhandlung Libresso, Bauerngasse 14 (0911/225036)
Reutlingen  Jakob Fetzer Buchladen GmbH, Georgenstraße 26 (07121/239080)
Schweiz  Bern  Münstergass Buchhandlung, Münstergasse 33 (031/3102323)
Österreich Wien Lhotzkys Literaturbuffet, Taborstraße 28 (0043/1 276 47 36)
Niederlande  Utrecht De Rooie Rat, Oudegracht 65 (031-30-2317189)

Frauenbuchläden, die das Argument-Frauenprogramm führen
Augsburg  Frauenbuchhandlung Elisara, Schmiedgasse 11 (0821/154303)
Düsseldorf  Buch am Dreieck, Blücherstraße 3 (0211/4644050)
Göttingen  Laura GmbH, Burgstraße 21 (0551/47317)
Idstein Hexenbuchladen, Obergasse 11 (06126/6437)
Leipzig  Frauenbuchladen Tian, Könneritzstraße 92 (0341/4797475)
Mannheim  Frauenbuchladen Xanthippe, T3, 4 (0621/21663)
München  Lillemor’s Frauenbuchladen, Barerstraße 70 (089/2721205)
Tübingen  Frauenbuchladen Thalestris, Bursagasse 2 (07071/26590)


